
connects tradition with contemporary lives



The idea of ‘Transforming Tradition’ is to keep various old-
but- valuable traditions alive. It connects tradition with 
contemporary lives, and makes traditional things sustainable.

Many people in Asian countries still embrace their valuable cultural traditions 
at the heart of their everyday lives even when we live in a world where 
things are rapidly changing all the time. It is important that people can be 
modern without losing their traditional root, so designers and artists has 
a big challenge and a vital role in assisting the transformation process of 
traditions in order for it to be conducted in creative and appropriate ways.

Transforming Tradition program invites artists, craftspeople, designers, 
and students to collaborate in exploring new ideas by transforming many 
aspects of tradition into new object/products. By bridging tradition and 
newness, they link the past with the present and the future and the 
result is a rich variant of new objects, a blend of the old and the new, in 
a new shape, new technique, new function, and new context as well as 
a recommendation for a more mindful and sustainable production method.

This year, we are very glad to present the idea of Transforming Tradition 
that is applied in various design developments in Indonesia, which is 
specifically focused on Bamboo as a traditional material through BAMBOOINA 
projects. We are also proud to announce that we have been invited to 
exhibit this collaborative project in Chiang Mai Design Week 2017 where we 
hope to promote Transforming Tradition as a mean to enable every culture, 
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every society, to continue to flourish on the basis of their own roots, their 
unique local resources, their history and their references.

In order to leverage bamboo’s potentials for holistic sustainability, the con-
cept of Transforming Tradition is applied to explore a mindful design strat-
egy and an accompanying methodology at the front-end design stage. This 
approach actualizes various potentials of bamboo as a material that facilitates 
holistic production to consumption systems—including positively impacting 
the lives of indigent bamboo working communities.

It is big challenge and calling for us mainly designers, artisans, and producers 
to treat and transform bamboo as traditional material specifically for creating 
new design objects. It has been established that design process is an integral 
part of the evolution of a good designed product. Such products lead to social 
and economic growth, consumer satisfaction, better sale, and profitability of 
the enterprise.

This project proposes a way forward to designers to be the enablers for holistic 
sustainability in the bamboo sector, specifically for designers in enabling as 
well as empowering bamboo working communities and SMEs. We selected 
and curated works of some different approaches of the transformation and 
development of various bamboo based products as a part of responsible 
lifestyle. This upstream – downstream model is developing “local value with 
contemporary spirit”.

So together, let us support and preserve our cultural heritage through 
Transforming Tradition.

Adhi Nugraha & Ayip Budiman
Curators



Product: Bamboo Violin
Material: Bamboo
Designer: Andar Bagus Sriwarno
 
3 main bases of the development of this bamboo 
violin, beside design and shape, are acoustic space, 
chin rest, shoulder rest, and gap for bow stroke. So 
to ensure the bamboo violin produces the correct 
sound, it was perfected with the aid of researchers 
from the Department of Physics Engineering and 
Electrical Engineering.



Product: Dalanrata Bamboo Bicycle
Material: Bamboo, metal
Designer: Singgih S. Kartono | SPEDAGI 

Spedagi Dalanrata (road bike) is characterized by a 
flat top bar design and a low position of the upper 
end of the seat-stay, making the seat-tube joint 
the most exotic part of this frame. This frame is 
designed for a road bike with 700c tires. The large 
diameter makes it feels fast at each pedal stroke 
on a flat road in a long journey, yet light on the 
urban track. 



Products: Bamboo Tableware
Material: Bamboo
Designer: Handhyanto Hardian & People of Belu 
| LELOQ

Leloq is a brand that resulted from a collaboration 
between designer and the locals of Belu, NTT. This 
collaboration is part of IKKON program by BEKRAF 
in East Indonesia that aims to improve the welfare 
by increasing the quality of local crafts products 
and village tourism service.



Products: Pendant Lamps, acoustic amplifier
Material: Bamboo
Designer: Rosyid Akhmadi | MOHOI

Mohoi is an innovative producer of a beautiful 
and high quality bamboo products. We believe 
we can integrate bamboo-based products into 
modern everday lives by designing different 
kinds of desk lamps, pendant lamps and accous-
tic amplifier that emphasize various bamboo 
production technique. Furthermore, all of our 
products are handmade & custom made.



Product: Taskunibags
Material: bamboo, fabric, leather, metal joints
Design: Adhi Nugraha & Paivi Punamaki | Navetta 
Design Studio

The main idea of Taskunibags is to propose a 
unique concept of a bag that combines the hard 
and the soft; bamboo and fabric. The fabric adjust 
the bag softly to your body, and the bamboo panel 
protects things you are carrying in your bag: your 
laptop, your camera, your books, or anything.   



Products: Chair, Pendant Lamps & Stationery
Material: Bamboo
Designer: FASA

We achieve high value design through simplicity and 
authenticity of material. Our product collection is 
timeless and goes well with wide range of interior 
styles. The absence of stylistic design elements results 

in an enduring range of products. 



Product: Coconization
Material: bamboo, coconut shell
Design: Adhi Nugraha | Navetta Design Studio

Traditionally Indonesian people use coconut shell 
and bamboo to make bowl, cup, spoon, and other 
kitchen utensils. Nowadays, such products made 
of coconut shell and bamboo have gradually 
disappeared from our everyday life, replaced by 
plastics and other mass-industrial products. 
‘Coconization’ products are aimed to give coconut 
shell and bamboo a new life. 



Product: Ouboo
Material: bamboo, canvas
Design: Harry Anugrah Mawardi / Firman Mutaqin | 
Amygdala

Ouboo focuses on making bamboo closer to modern people 
daily activities by designing various wearable products 
by combining bamboo and other materials. Preserving 
craftsmen technique is Ouboo’s main goal and it has 
become a unique identifier for its shapes.



Product: Tapir Translucent Lamp, Dali Stationery
Material: Bamboo
Designer: Arif Rachman | ALUR BAMBOO

Alur Bamboo is a brand that produces home decor items 
based on bamboo. Alur Bamboo’s products are a result 
of material exploration and collaboration between 
craftsmen and designer from Tasikmalaya, making 
unique creations that mix design and modern function 
with a traditional touch.



Product: Muskel & Navajo Bags
Material: bamboo, leather
Design: Rico Doni Sagita | Amuraka

Our bamboo-based fashion products are made with 
lamination bending technique and styled in a classic, 
industrial ethnic way. To give a simple and fashionable 
impression, we collaborate 2 materials, bamboo and 
leather, into our products and designed it with traditional 
Indonesian utensils, such as sieve.



Product: Bluetooth speaker
Material: bamboo, speaker & concrete
Design: Rizky Faesal | Tung

Tung is a bluetooth speakers where the design is inspired 
from posronda (communal security system) culture that 
has a relation icon with ‘kentongan’ which as a communication 
tool of citizens. Developed as a portable bluetooth speaker 
that can be placed anywhere in various ways.
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